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Charter by king Hákon Hákonsson 1225 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Et annet brev med amme hånd: Þetta var gort á Gregores m/oe/sso deghi i biscups�garðe Anno ab incarnatione. mo. cc.xx.iiii. Brevet er datert anno ab incarnacione 1224; dette betyr sannsynligvis at året 1224 er regnet frem til 25 mars 1225, og at dateringen altså bør rettes til 12 mars 1225. Jfr DN XVII s 1404ff Håkon IV Håkonsson var konge av Norge i perioden 1217–1263.Han var sønn av Håkon Sverresson og Inga fra Varteig, født i 1204 på Folkenborg i Eidsberg. Han ble valgt til konge av birkebeinerne i 1217.I 1223 ble det holdt et riksmøte mellom alle biskoper, jarler og lendmenn og andre av rikets framstående menn. Dette møtet skulle en gang for alle avgjøre om Håkon var rett konge eller ikke. I tillegg til Skule Bårdsson gjorde også kong Inges uekte sønn Guttorm Ingesson, Inges nevø Knut Håkonsson og Sigurd Ribbung krav på tronen. Nå hadde kirken stillt seg på Håkons side, og dette ble avgjørende for at Håkon fikk støtte også på rådsmøtet. Trass i at erkebiskopen hadde stadfestet Håkons rett til tronen ble han ikke kronet før i 1247. Sigurd rømte, og fortsatte opprøret sitt til han døde i 1226. Knut Håkonsson videreførte ribbungenes sak fram til de ble endelig slått i 1227.I starten av Håkons regjeringstid var det Skule som hadde mye av den virkelige makten. Da Håkon ble konge, ble det samtidig bestemt at Skule skulle regjere direkte over en tredel av riket som jarl. I førstningen var denne tredjeparten Oslofjord-området, men fra 1223 fikk Skule Trøndelag som sin part og regjerte fra Nidaros. Etterhvert som Håkon ble voksen tok han i større grad over riksstyringen selv, noe som førte til konflikter med Skule. Som et forsøk på forsoning mellom de to ble Håkon i 1225 gift med Skules datterMargrete Skulesdatter (Margrét Skúladóttir). Forholdet mellom Håkon og Skule var likevel anstrengt.



Charter by king Hákon Hákonsson 1225 

There are no dates in the text. Dating of the document is  
based on the facts: 
 
There exists another charter written in the same hand in the  
castle of the Bishop of Oslo. This charter has an explicit dating:  
“Gregores mœsso deghi ... Anno ab incarnatione. mo. cc.xx.iiii.” 
 
Incarnatio domini – annuntiatio Mariae: March 25th, year 1 BC 
Gregory mass:  March 12th 
 
implies 12.03.1225 
 
On that basis the charter is dated to “around 1225” 



Archaeology: Section and Harris matrix I  

E.C.Harris: Principles of archaeological stratigraphy 
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Presentation Notes
Important to observe that the right diagram adjusted by Harris has two surfaces for the pit nr 8: Fill and the pit as such.



Archaeology: Sections and Harris matrix II  

E.Harris: Principles of archaeological stratigraphy 
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Presentation Notes
Note that the remains of the wall and the surface of the destruction are two separate entities, representing two different events.



Ontology 

• An ontology is a conceptual model, that is, a 
formally defined model resulting from an 
analysis of (practice) in specific field 

• not necessarily a data model in the computer 
science sense. 

• Core ontologies with universals 
• General ontologies with particulars 

(thesauri/authority systems) 
 



E52 Time-Span 

E2 Temporal Entity 
- E5 Event 
- E7 Activity 

E77 Persistent Item 
- E18 Physical Thing 
- E28 Conceptual Object 
- E39 Actor 

E61 Time Primitive 

E1 CRM Entity 

E53 Place 

CIDOC CRM: some relevant classes 

Definition:  www.cidoc-crm.org 
OWL implementation: www.erlangen-crm.org 
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Perdurant = temporal entitiesEndurant = persistent items
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P4 has time-span 

E52 Time-Span 

(E2 Temporal Entity) 
- E5 Event 
- E7 Activity 

E77 Persistent Item 
- E18 Physical Thing 

E39 Actor 

P12 occurred in  
the presence of 

P11 had participant 

E53 Place 

P26 moved from 

P27 moved to 

P7 took place at 

CIDOC CRM 
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Presentation Notes
CRM links persons, places, time and things through events.  This is what humans do in ordinary life. Most museum databases usually origin from collection management paper card catalogues . These contain very little information and were written for housekeeping purposes in the collection storage. Still there is a large job to be done to connect the artefact information to the information about their context one find in publications and in information sheets in the exhibitions.



Where 

P4 has time-span 

E52 Time-Span 

(E2 Temporal Entity) 
- E5 Event 
- E7 Activity 

E77 Persistent Item 
- E18 Physical Thing 

E39 Actor 

P12 occurred in  
the presence of 

P11 had participant 

When 

E53 Place 

P26 moved from 

P27 moved to 

P7 took place at 

What 

CIDOC CRM: What, when, where 

E31 Document 

P70 documented in 



CIDOC CRM: temporal entities and time 

P4 has time-span 

E52 Time-Span 

E61 Time Primitive 

E2 Temporal Entity 
- E5 Event 
-E7 Activity 

P81 ongoing throughout 

P82 at some time within 

Allan operators: 

  P114 is equal in time to 

  P115 finishes 

  P116 starts 

  P117 occurs during 

  P118 overlaps in time with 

  P119 meets in time with 

  P120 occurs before 
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Presentation Notes
Time primitive is implemented as an interval on a time line. Two intervals is associated with each  E52 Time-Span, one for P81 ongoing throughout and one for P82 at some time within. Instances of the properties P114-P120 between instances of E2 Temporal Entitles are used to express stated facts like the ones expressed in an Harris matrix. Instances of the properties P114-P120 simply states the relative chronology and is not connected fixed to the time line. Additional information, like a C14 measurement, can connect the E52 Time-Span of a E2 Temporal Entity to an interval on the timeline. Thus the numeric relations between the intervals have to respect/be in accordance with the relations between the temporal entities expressed by instances of P114-P120.   
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A
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Determined and undetermined points in time 

timeline 

A 

Bef A Bef A | Aft A Aft A   Aft A   Bef A 

Possible states of information 



Ass 
Ase 

Aes 
Aee 

Undetermined start point Undetermined end point 

Interval (As,Ae) on the timeline for temporal entity E 

Ass
: E must have started after 

Ase
: E must have started before 

Aes
: E must have ended after 

Aee
: E must have ended before 

Validity conditions: 

Ass 
< Ase 

< Aee
  

Ass
< Aee 

< Aee 

timeline 

P81 ongoing throughout 

As Ae P82 at some time within 
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Time primitive is implemented as an interval on a time line. Two intervals is associated with each  E52 Time-Span, one for P81 ongoing throughout and one for P82 at some time within. Instances of the properties P114-P120 between instances of E2 Temporal Entitles are used to express stated facts like the ones expressed in an Harris matrix. Instances of the properties P114-P120 simply states the relative chronology and is not connected fixed to the time line. Additional information, like a C14 measurement, can connect the E52 Time-Span of a E2 Temporal Entity to an interval on the timeline. Thus the numeric relations between the intervals have to respect/be in accordance with the relations between the temporal entities expressed by instances of P114-P120. Formally one may say that the intervals on the timeline with the time line interpretation of the properties P114-P120 must be a valid model of the properties P114-P120. An added fact between two temporal entities require  result in an adjustment of the start or end points of the corresponding intervals. As long as the certainty increases No conflict is with existing facts (relations) between other temporal entities is created this is a valid adjustment. 



Dur E Dur E | Aft E Aft E   Bef E | Dur E Bef E   

Ass 
Ase 

Aes 
Aee 

timeline 

P81 ongoing throughout 

As Ae P82 at some time within 

Interval (As,Ae) on the timeline for temporal entity E 
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Time primitive is implemented as an interval on a time line. Two intervals is associated with each  E52 Time-Span, one for P81 ongoing throughout and one for P82 at some time within. Instances of the properties P114-P120 between instances of E2 Temporal Entitles are used to express stated facts like the ones expressed in an Harris matrix. Instances of the properties P114-P120 simply states the relative chronology and is not connected fixed to the time line. Additional information, like a C14 measurement, can connect the E52 Time-Span of a E2 Temporal Entity to an interval on the timeline. Thus the numeric relations between the intervals have to respect/be in accordance with the relations between the temporal entities expressed by instances of P114-P120. Formally one may say that the intervals on the timeline with the time line interpretation of the properties P114-P120 must be a valid model of the properties P114-P120. An added fact between two temporal entities require  result in an adjustment of the start or end points of the corresponding intervals. As long as the certainty increases No conflict is with existing facts (relations) between other temporal entities is created this is a valid adjustment. 



As 

Ass 

Ase 

Ae 

Aes 

Aee 

Example – only TPQ and TAQ is known 

timeline 

P82 at some time within 

Bef| Dur E | Aft E Aft E   Bef E   
States:   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that in the many cases one has information about TPQ (terminus post quem) and TAQ (terminus ante quem), that is, the interval in which theevent must have taken place. In this case the end of the start = the end of the end and the start of the end = start of the start.  Slightly contra intuitively start of the end is before the end of the start. This simply indicate that we have sparse information.  In many time algebras with inner and outer intervals  in these cases the interval is  considered to be undefined. It is much more handy to accept a inner interval (pair of values)(Ase,Aes) where Aes<Ase



As 

Ass Ase 

Ae 

Aes 
Aee 

Example –  flourit known, lifespan unknown 

timeline 

P81 ongoing throughout 

Dur E  Aft E   Bef E   
States:   

Bef E | Dur E Dur E | Aft E 



• CIDOC – CRM is a useful tool for design of 
information architecture 

• Events / temporal entities are central in 
documentation 

• Relative chronology of events can be expressed by 
the “Allan” operators (relations) 

• Timespans can be expressed as four values on a 
timeline 

• A deduction system for event chronology can be 
given an efficient implementation based the 
quadruples on the timeline  

Summing up 



Thank you 
 

Christian-Emil Ore 
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